
I want to share with you some of the most profound details it takes to DEVELOP a SNIPER
Shot. I call them “Secrets” because many coaches and parents focus on MAKING the shot,
rather than THE PROCESS of shooting. Meaning, they focus on having the child MAKE THE
SHOT rather than reinforcing and teaching correct mechanics in bite size pieces for your
child to understand.

So, I decided to develop a list of 6 Secrets that beginner basketball players can apply and
see IMMEDIATE results in less than 10 Minutes. These secrets are used by the best shooters
in the NBA. I have watched Hundreds of hours of game film to break down the art of the
jump shot into 6 bite size pieces that beginners can easily apply and get results. So let’s dive
right in!

So, I have 6 Key Secrets to Shooting. They

Want to score more baskets? Learn the SECRETS OF SHOOTING
from the Basketball's best scorers!

Discover The Six Hidden Secrets
To a SNIPER Jump Shot!

Shooting Straight: If your shot is not straight you are not giving yourself a chance
to make jump shots. The saying is, “if it’s straight, its great!” This is an easy phrase
to remind players to snap the wrist towards the basket, and keep the arm and wrist
going towards the basket. Often players let their hand or arm drift to the side. This
causes them to shoot to the side, thus causing them to miss shots.
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https://youtu.be/5kRbc_7xiys
https://youtu.be/5kRbc_7xiys


The Arc: Having adequate arc is crucial to having a SNIPER jump shot. The simple
phrase we use to remind players is “Once the hand, get to the eye, I release to the
sky". Even simpler, “EYE-SKY” because beginners usually lack strength on their
shot they tend to push the ball to the basket. This pushing motion causes a flat
jump shot and low angle. We want to “shoot” the ball up and through the basket
to give ourselves a chance for the ball to get in the basket

One-Motion: younger players struggle to have enough strength to get the ball to
the basket, they sometimes will serve the ball on a platter ,(or as I call it serving a
pizza) in order to launch the ball at the basket. This causes the shot to have two
motions. In order the increase our strength it is best to have one smooth motion..
Similar to doing a push-up, If we stop on the way down, it then becomes harder to
push back up, because we have less momentum fighting against gravity. The ball
should start at our hip and one smooth motion, hip-eye-sky.
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https://youtu.be/oqIPHdZjfKQ
https://youtu.be/oqIPHdZjfKQ
https://youtu.be/vLB8t-KlcCI
https://youtu.be/vLB8t-KlcCI


Dip: This correlates heavily with the one motion because in order for us to have one
motion we have to start the ball from the same spot every single time we shoot.
The front of the hip. Just like when we dribble in our ball handling secrets the same
with catching the ball off the pass, we must have the ball in front of our hip. The dip
tells us that it helps our rhythm and power to bring the ball down right in front of
our hip.

Power: In our Advanced Guide to Shooting we will go more in depth with this
section, however as kids are still learning to use and move their bodies, we want to
give them something very simple to feel, and remember when they are shooting.
Have your hips underneath you. I sometimes use the chair analogy, however
sometimes you don't have to sit really deep into a chair, but just enough to spring.
All depends on the size of the athlete, strength, etc. But a rule of thumb is butt
down, spring up.
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https://youtu.be/vLB8t-KlcCI
https://youtu.be/vLB8t-KlcCI
https://youtu.be/EiQVlG0g6mc
https://youtu.be/EiQVlG0g6mc


Once again these secrets are here to give you an understanding of how to DEVELOP a
sniper jump shot. Take these tips and add them into your jump shot, one step at a time,
and I promise you, within 10 minutes your jump shot will improve!
 

Want to learn more about how to become a better shooter or even scorer!?
 

Join us for our 30-Day Scoring Challenge where we will teach you how to create scoring
opportunities for yourself and your teammates. Go from spectating on the sideline to being
in the action helping the team win!
 
 

ENJOY!

Tracking Your misses: This is the key to DEVELOPING as a Shooter/Scorer. As you
miss shots you must learn WHY we are missing. If my check engine light is on, but I
never get it checked. Will I ever be able to fix the problem? So we must understand
why we are missing. Starting this system you want to remember this one thing…
NO SIDE MISSES! If you miss to the side you are giving yourself a .00000003%
chance of making the shot. Exaggerating I know, but you get the point, DON'T
MISS TO THE SIDE! If the shot is short, typical this is because of rhythm(dip/one
motion), power, or arc. If the shot is long, same thing, however side misses are a
lack of focus and body control. WHICH IS WHY IT MUST BE DEVELOPED OVER
TIME. We have a proven system to help you develop that, we just gave you the
blueprint.
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https://youtu.be/pRXgv6qGSbw
https://youtu.be/pRXgv6qGSbw

